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a Language
Once upon a time in the West there was a
young Pre-Raphaelite poet and painter who fell
in love with a working class girl. He wrote a book
of poems about her, vowing that on ly she wou ld
ever read them; and which, when she died tragically at an early age from exposure, were buried

We aim to be amateurs, to act in the
unsecular forbidden margins. We
shall make a painting in 1995 and
call it Hostage; A Roadsign Near the
Overthorpe Turn. The work will be
executed in oil on canvas. It will
measure 60 cm. x 40 cm. The white
roadsign will occupy about half the
picture. It tells us we are 7 miles
from Brackley, 2 from Overthorpe
These
and 2 from Warkworth.
names will be scarcely visible in a
tangle of lines. The professional may
cast a colonising eye, but the tangle
will go to a corporeal convulsion
beyond her power. The painting will
be homely and priggish. We may
hide behind our speech at this
appalling moment.

Art Et Language Hostage XIX 1989
Text on Paper,Glass, Oil on Canvason Wood 183x122cm

alongside her body. A couple of years and much
success later he frantically dug up the body (of
work) and published them, to great acclaim.
Sentimenta lity and cynicism have always been
the operating system of Western culture .
Many conceptual artists today are doing
much the same thing . Site-specific installations
from the 60s are being re-made and are fetching
high prices, and that generation whose aims
were to escape the market are today the most
highly prized (priced). With the double exposure
of Art Et Language at the ICA and the Lisson
Gallery, the seduction of resistant virgins is
complete . There is no greater pleasure today
than the conquest of a distinterested body (of
work) . With the t imely remaking of their bleak
jigsaw pieces from

1968 as editions, Art Et

Language are locked into place in the culture
industries .
Within this postmodern industry of the resigns-without - meaning,
of
commodification
nothing sells as well as White Irony . Though
Punk was resistant for a while, Second Order
culture has now become New Order culture . This
can be observed through the 'progress' of the
career of David Lynch as well as that of Art Et
Language where cynical structur alism, that is the
becomes
recycling of forms without-content,
'cynical history' as a last avant garde strategy
and trompe l'oeil to disguise the disappearance
of the Era of Production . In its place we have the
Era of Consumption and a consequent NeoColonial shifting of production into the so-called
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Third World. White Irony then, as a final display
of subversion-as-industry, as nostalgia on the

Hostages (the lebanisation of the artworld?).
place both sentimental Modernist abstraction

one hand and mask for content on the other the politics of 'our' everyday life in the hypermarket of postmodern consumerism - that is,
exploitation which is both 'Home and Colonial' .

and kitsch representation as Decor (Dubuffet
meets Ad Reinhardt in a provincial country lane)

Art Et Language 'held out' longer than most,
but this merely makes their seduction so much
sweeter. David Salle, we were assured in the
early Eighties, was intent on 'subverting painting
from within'; but it did not take long for the
Vampire to be seduced by its victim. Perhaps
Duchamp knew that becoming a painter was like
becoming an alcoholic - at first you control it.

under the cynical glass of over-production. Time
waits not for the paint to dry, and Art Et
Language cash in on the success of Art Et
Language as Art and Language. Andy Warhol
abandoned himself to the machine of production but was eventually consumed by it as he
ushered in the Era of Consumption, but Art Et
Language, resistant to the end, up the stakes by
claiming the authority of the amateur . To you
and me that means you and me, to them it

for weak White Irony.

means the last straw .
A few years back Lou Reed recorded a song
called 'I Wanna be Black'. He was accused of

At the ICA there are a couple of Hostages
(that is, paintings which are caught between
and cynicism, seducer and
sentimentality

being racist. but the song was about the 'downwardly mobile' desire of white (male) middle
class liberals - not in solidarity but for credibil-

seduced). Quite simply we can say that perhaps
the 'New Spirit in Painting' gave Art Et Language

ity . Art Et Language want to be amateurs . Perfect
poverty has always been the fatal attraction of

a green light, as these Hostages look like a
hybrid of Baselitz and Frank Stella. 'German
angst' and shaped canvasses were anyway never

the aristocracy, just as invisibility is the most
perfect expression of power.
This appropriation of the 'resistance of the

but then it controls you. Total abandon or give it
up; the smell of oils (or is it success) is too strong

more than Decor whatever Charles
member of Art Et
(the writing

amateur' into the culture industries by Art Et
Language dispossessesthe actual body, leaves it

Language) says about Greenberg. In two other
paintings Matt Mullican's daft universal signs are

as a ruin, and returns it once again like with all
consumer culture, as Decor. We do not need to
worry however ; for just as the Industry goes

anything
Harrison

transformed into a People's Flag, whilst Barnett
Newman's zip (via the work of Phillip Taffe) is
reduced to an Incident. Transcendence and politics, then, both Decor. This in a way is accurate
as both are trompe l'oeil. Economics rules, and
nowhere more so than in an artworld which

downwardly mobile to the fleamarket of
amateur culture; we, who know what we like
(and all the V.A.T. -Value Added Theory - in the
world will not change our minds) are forced to
become specialists in the signs of our own

fetishises 'resistance'.

repression.

Perhaps Art Et Language distrust their own
parodic mirrored reflections in the culture

Art ft language

industry, as their new series of work, yet more

ICA and Lisson Gallery March-Ap ril 1991

Hostage Paintings 1987-1991
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reply
Art 8: Languagewrite back

Art in Ruins are to be congratulated for an
entertaining if unevenly instructive article. They
write, however, from the somewhat disingenuous
position of those for whom the pique of
marginality is assuagedby the negligibility of risk.
They are unevenly instructive for a number of
reasons. Some of them are conceptual and
linguistic, others factual or empirical. The most
telling defectsare methodological.
We might consider a few in a sort of order
and try not to seem like exasperated
schoolmasters. They describe (something) as 'a
distinterested (sic) body (of work)' as if
disinterestednesswere a quality which bodies of
work immanently possess. It is not. Their
derogation denotes a change in the authors
perception not a change in the world. Theywrite of
'Second Order Culture'. This is a jargon which
courts a radical misapprehensionof the logical
possibilities of cognitive and conceptual orders.
Second-orderis a relation between one discourse
and another - discourse and a potent metadiscourse. We are hard put to imagine what a
second order culture would be like. How would it
be sure of its relative autonomy, more importantly
its order in relation to any other 'culture'? That it
might be soi disant 'distant' or 'critical' or
something does not free it from the possibility that
its sense of (ordered?) distance is constitutive,
thereby self-certifying and ultimately circular. The
idea of a second order culture is a category
mistake.
Entertaining they are. Fun to read in a way.
But the plethora of overlapping metaphors has a
slightly alcoholic aspect.Good stuff in bars and in
(some) public discussion- bad on the page; 'the
conquestof a distinterested(sic) body (of work)' as
the locking of someone into place has a fair
amount of wooze about it.
Among the explicit or implied factual elisions
(the sine qua nan of facile virtue) are the
following: our 'People'sFlags' paintings do indeed
include a daft logo. This was the symbol for Nelson
Rockerfeller's'Peoplefor Rockerfeller'campaign in
1968.It was first usedby us in 1978 in works called
Flagsfor Organisations.The paintings advert to the

artisticity of redundant political symbols.
Everything does look like something, even Matt
Mullican. Peter Halley's work looks like Piet
Mondrian's. There are some, no doubt, who think
Peter influenced Piet. The Art & Language Maps
were produced in the 60s not as jigsaw puzzles,
but as prints (in editions). The jigsaw puzzle was
the idea of Ingrid Swensonof the ICA as a project
to raise funds for that institution. We receive no
part of the money raised. A senseof comedy did
not, however, desert us. The jigsaw's [sic] are
indeed commodities. What else do you sell in a
bookshop to raise funds for a financially
beleaguered institution7 Our hands have been
much dirtier than this for a long time.

Our hands have been
much dirtier than this
for a long time.
We've exhibited in art galleries for 25 years.
Work has been bought and sold. It follows that we
alienate it from ourselves.Art in Ruins'disapproval
appearsto emanate from the impressionthat we,
like Eldridge Cleaver, have re-emerged as the
revolutionary designersof men's trousers,spoiling
the authentic nostalgiaof the ghetto.
We are well aware of some of the cultural
consequencesof capitalism. Post-Modernism.The
justifying theory of liberal democratic culture has
been transformed into a utilitarian farrago. Human
beings are (mis)characterised in its justifying
political theory as mere creaturesof appetite, and
so forth. A critical position can never amount to
the refusal of the market tout court. Resistanceto
the moral and structural monstrositiesof the likes
of Koonscomes more or lessas a matter of reflex.
But which particular consequenceof the existence
of the market do you resist first - the better to
preserveyour sanctity?There are hoardsof tenured
time-serversand grant addicts whose certainty of
virtue is securedby the mechanismsof sentiment
and clerisy. It simply does not follow that what is
bought and sold in the market is ex ante its

coerced and corrupted creature any more than it
follows that grant-aided opposition is necessarily
immune from derogation as vice.
Art in Ruins are entitled to describe the work
as they please.Some of their 'a meets b' similies
are quite vivid. But the impression doesn't last
long. Everything looks like something, and the
descriptive power of a predicate is distinct from
its
dependent upon)
partially
(though
perlocutionary force. Had Art in Ruins exerted
themselvesin the ICA, they would have found that
the genetic character of the work makes for a
hiatus in the effort to recoverwhat it may or may
not resemble. Furthermore, the 'pictorial' or iconic
character of the paintings with the 'People for
Rockerfeller' symbol on them is recoverablefrom
comparison of the two paintings alone. No other
clues are required. The studies supply the
information for the lessassiduous.
Art in Ruins' predicationswould be fine as the
rhetorical embellishmentsof a thesis of some kind.
Alone they are critically footling. Similarly, the
iteration of self-constituting or self-image- ing key
words does not at all amount to critical analysis.
Nothing save the cognitively empty cyphers of a
mare desirable self-image counts against them.
What is odd about Art in Ruins' 'thesis' (if
that's what we can call it) is that it is literal
minded.This literal mindednessculminates in their
reading of a text (or quasi text) exhibited on the
face of one of the paintings at the ICA show and
reproduced on the cover of the catalogue. It is
'read' as an entirely transparentexpressionby us of
our purpose. Art in Ruins were in an exhibition
replete with the evidence of the "texts'" opacity,
indeed, its messy absurdity is attested to in our
interview in the catalogue. But such literalism is
always the weak spot of the oppositional exquisite.
We do not 'mean what we say', we are liable to
radical interpretation, etc., when that fits the
'theory' and we do, are not, etc., when that's more
convenient.This is a moral problem.
The concept of White Irony is powerful and
useful. And this is only part of the reasonwhy our
initial irritation gives way to a sort of pleasure.The
rest is a mystery.

